Editors sometimes are skating over their reviewers list looking for a victim.This work is full of revelations!Is it acceptable to reject a paper just because the topic is dull? However in the end, the twist in the tale got me a little excited.I recommend fortifying this paper with more scientific substance before publication in *Microbial Biotechnology*.I assure that you will get the comments today in the course of the evening. I have now to hurry to take exams.Nothing really wrong with the paper; it simply does not have any interesting findings. They make the best of their data.I\'m not sure what is the point of Fig. 3 except to try to demonstrate use of a stats package.I was overwhelmed by the amount of information, and in some cases, I just found myself in the 'helpless' mode.Seems to me to be an attempt to publish one study twice.Very well written manuscript with hardly any errors, wouldn\'t be surprised if this has been elsewhere before coming here, because I have rarely seen a manuscript in such a finished state.It looks like a preliminary version of what could develop into an interesting study.If I had known this would be such an easy one to review, I would have done it sooner!
